Treating the Brain But Forgetting the Heart: Mitral Valvular Disease Cabergoline Induced
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Abstract: Drug induced valvular heart disease is a forgotten entity of valvular disease, sometimes underdiagnosed or even misdiagnosed. The majority of drugs found to induce this kind of disease have a common pharmacological action on a specific serotonin receptor-the 5HT2B receptor. The typical echocardiographic features in these cases are mild to moderate thickening and restriction of the valve with no commissural fusion nor calcification which is the main cause of valvular regurgitation. These findings are not coherent with rheumatic valvular disease. We described a case of a 36 years old female with a past medical history of hyperprolactinemia treated with low dose of cabergoline for 9 months, presenting for dyspnea on minimal exertion and palpitation. She consulted a cardiologist that discovered a systodiastolic loud murmur on apical area. A cardiac ultrasound was done revealing a mitral valve disease with moderate leaflet thickening and restriction with no commissural fusion nor calcification with a severe eccentric mitral regurgitation grade 3+ due to tenting and malcoaptation of the valve during diastole. Rheumatic and degenerative valve disease were ruled out. The final diagnosis was a drug induced valvular heart disease and more specifically a cabergoline induced mitral valve disease acting on the serotonin receptors 5HT2B. Patient was sent for surgery. Early diagnosis with a good physical examination and current echocardiographic follow up in patient with hyperprolactinemia with even low dose of cabergoline and short term treatment is suggested.
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1. Introduction

Drug induced valvular heart disease is a forgotten entity of valvular disease, sometimes underdiagnosed or even misdiagnosed. The majority of drugs found to induce this kind of disease have a common pharmacological action on a specific serotonin receptor the 5HT2B receptor [1]. Indeed, these drugs have a high affinity for these receptors commonly present on valves, leading to valvular thickening and restriction due to abundant extracellular matrix of glycosaminoglycans and collagen, which increase mitogenesis and fibroblast proliferation. [2, 3]

Echocardiography is the golden standard for the diagnosis of this type of valvular disease. [4]

Drugs causing this described entity are: migraine drugs as Methysergide and ergotamine, anti-obesity drugs as fenfluramine and dexfenfluramine, benfluorex for obesity, diabetes and hypertriglyceridemia, treatment for Parkinson disease the ergot-derived dopaminergic agonists [5], ecstasy and cabergoline for hyperprolactinemia [6, 7].

2. Clinical Case

A 36 year old female patient with no past medical history only pituitary disease, hyperprolactinemia treated with low dose Cabergoline (dostinex) for 9 months and she was started lately on oral contraceptive pills for birth control.

Patient presented to the emergency department with dyspnea on minimal exertion, intermittent palpitations and atypical chest pain for several times. Every time EKG was done revealing sinus rhythm with no ischemic changes and normal cardiac enzymes and the patient was always
discharged home diagnosed as a panic attack.

Patient was referred to a cardiologist for further investigation. Physical exam revealed a systolodiastolic loud murmur in the apical area.

Cardiac ultrasound was done revealing: (Figure 1).

Mitral valve disease with moderate leaflet thickening and restriction with no commissural fusion nor calcification with a severe eccentric mitral regurgitation grade 3+ due to tenting and malcoaptation of the valve during diastole. Let’s notice also a shortening of the chordae tendineae. Mean mitral valve gradient was at 18 mmHg overestimated due severe mitral regurgitation and tachycardia and a maximum gradient of 38 mmHg.

PISA radius > 1cm, a regurgitant fraction >50%, and a regurgitant volume >60ml. Let’s notice also a reversal systolic pulmonary venous flow specific in severe mitral regurgitation.

The left ventricular function is preserved with diastolic dysfunction and increased left ventricular end diastolic pressure with signs of pulmonary hypertension. Let’s also notice a tricuspid regurgitation grade 2 with a systolic pulmonary artery pressure > 60mmHg. In addition, a moderate left atrium enlargement is noticed.

Patient denied any rheumatic causes since infancy and even the echocardiographic features didn’t match a rheumatic disease: no commissural fusion was noticed nor any other valvular involvement. Furthermore, no signs of degenerative disease because patient is mainly young with no calcification on valves. No systemic nor infiltrative disease were seen. So a final diagnosis was drug induced valvular disease described in rare cases after long courses of cabergoline treatment for hyperprolactinemia.

Furthermore, patient had an echocardiography 1 year ago with no severe valvular disease, so it’s a rapidly progressive disease.

Patient was sent for surgery.

**Figure 1. Echocardiographic findings.**

- a. Four chambers: Thickening and restriction of the mitral valve leaflets
- b. Four chambers: Doppler indicated a severe eccentric mitral regurgitation
- c. Parasternal long axis (PLAX): Thickening and restriction of the mitral valve leaflets
- d. Mitral valve gradient and regurgitation indicating a severe mitral disease

### 3. Discussion

The typical echocardiographic features in these cases are mild to moderate thickening and restriction of the valve with no commissural fusion nor calcification which is the main cause of valvular regurgitation. These findings are not coherent with rheumatic valvular disease [2, 7].

These findings are similar to our described case.

The cabergoline induced valvular disease is a described entity. After a long course of the drug with high doses, these findings can be more prominent and devastating especially in Parkinson disease patients due to the need of higher doses. A meta-analysis in 2007 detected severe grade of valvular heart disease in about 1% of cabergoline-treated patients for Parkinson disease [8]. Let’s notice that our patient was treated for 9 months for hyperprolactinemia with low dose of this agent. A cross-sectional study done in 2008 concluded that Cabergoline at doses sufficient to suppress hyperprolactinaemia for a period of 3-4 years was not associated with an increased risk of clinically significant valvular regurgitation causing symptoms [9].

However, our patient had been treated with cabergoline for
a short term with low doses but have a devastating valvular disease.

A prospective study in 2013 [10], noted that cabergoline is not associated with an increase in valvular heart disease, no relationship to the treatment dose or duration.

The mitral valve tenting area could be a useful parameter for predicting the development of valve disease. It could be wise to perform echocardiography before initiating the treatment and no need to perform ultrasound after year because severe disease will need time to be established. It is more reasonable to switch to another drug in case of severe disease.

In 2011 Endocrine Society guidelines added as a remark for the management of hyperprolactinaemia with cabergoline that echocardiograms might be necessary for individuals on high-dose cabergoline treatment, but those on low doses will probably not need regular echocardiographic workup. A cross-sectional study in the UK in 2014 demonstrated the same results concerning the association between the drug and valvular disease. [11]

Recently, the need for a specific protocol to identify patients at risk of valvular disease after treatment with cabergoline is important. A 2015 review of the literature and a prospective study demonstrated that the incidence of clinically significant valvular heart disease is low in the absence of a murmur in these category of patients, so in this review they suggest to screen these patients only by physical examination and echocardiogram should be reserved to patients with audible murmur as in our case and those treated for more than 5 years at high doses of cabergoline. [12]

Moreover, drug induced valvulopathy is a condition that includes changes in the functionality and morphology of the valves with thickening and restriction [13, 14]. The differential diagnosis is difficult, but specific echocardiographic pattern are needed to lead the way. Many drugs causes this condition, one of them is cabergoline described in this case. [15, 16]

4. Conclusion

We described a case of a severe mitral valve disease gabergoline induced in a young patient with hyperprolactinemia. Early diagnosis with physical examination and close follow up with cardiac ultrasound is mandatory even with low dose of gabergoline and short term treatment. The need to think about this diagnosis is important when having patients with atypical presentation with thickening and restriction of the valves.
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